FULL TYPE BONNET BRA FITTING INSTRUCTIONS
DUCATO / BOXER / IVECO / VITO
Before You Begin Fitting Your Product, Please Ensure Your Bonnet Is Clean And
Dry.
We recommend you visit our website for photos and more instructions:
http://www.van-x.co.uk/instructions
*** PLEASE ENSURE YOU HAVE THE CORRECT BONNET BRA FOR YOUR VEHICLE ***

1. First of all, open and raise your bonnet halfway. (It is easier if you have someone to
assist you).
2. Attach the corners closest to the windscreen first.

PLEASE DO NOT PULL TIGHT ON THE CORNER OF THESE BONNET BRAS

3. Slowly and carefully stretch the bonnet bra into position, towards the headlamp corners.

4. At this point, the cover should be fitted loosely.

5. Fully open the bonnet and use the bonnet stay (if fitted).

6. You will see the fabric loops starting from one corner. Attach the supplied rope from one
bottom corner (Windscreen End) and zig-zag the rope between the other loops.
– DO NOT PULL TOO HARD!

7. Once you have finished looping the rope temporarily, tie the rope and gently close your
bonnet.

8. Apply hot water to the bonnet bra (Please Do Not Burn Yourself) as the heat will help the
bonnet bra soften and become more flexible, if required.
9. Now re-open your bonnet using the bonnet stay (if fitted).

10. Gently tighten the rope from where you initially started and tie again, if necessary. Once
again, do not pull hard on the loops, as they are not designed to be used for stretching
the bonnet bra. The bonnet bra should be soft enough to pull gently by the edges.
11. Again, close your bonnet but only halfway, making sure you are satisfied with the fit and
that the rope is tied securely and out of the way.
12. Now fully close your bonnet as you normally would and apply hot water. This will help
the bonnet bra to fit snugly.
13. Dry the bonnet with a soft cloth or chamois.
14. Apply wax or tyre shine products to help protect your bonnet bra, giving it a nice finish.

15.

Well Done! You have successfully fitted your bonnet bra.

If You Still Have Problems/Difficulties Fitting Your Bonnet Bra, Please Contact
Us:
Telephone: 01782 280 888 | E-Mail: info@van-x.co.uk | Website: www.van-x.co.uk |
WhatsApp: 01782 454 897

